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part of the Church was purely passive, but she gained strength
from the ordeaL She developed and improved her .organiza-
tion, and she produced a number of men remarkable for
energy and endurance, some of whom lost their lives, but the
survivors carried on persistently the work of governing their
universal society. At the same time the Christians endea-
voured to make their doctrine intelligible, accessible, and
acceptable, not only to the common people and uneducated
minds, but to a more enlightened class. One of the great
geniuses of Christianity and of the ancient world in general
was Origen, who established a lasting connexion between his
religion and ancient philosophy.
The second century and the beginning of the third wit-
nessed a slow development of the new religion. It was neither
recognized by the state, nor systematically persecuted. The
third century, a time of political and religious convulsion,
marked a crisis in its development. Dropping an attitude of
almost complete tolerance, the emperors Maximin, Decius,
and Valerian declared open war against the Christians : again
and again with feverish activity they persecuted not only
individuals but the whole society in the persons of its chiefs
and rulers. This change of policy was probably due to the
growing influence of Christianity in the army, which threatened
to undermine the loyalty of the soldiers.
Many believers fell martyrs for their faith in these persecu-
tions, but the Church was not overthrown. The conflict gave
it additional strength. Years of persecution heightened the
self-consciousness of the body, and they became convinced
that their Church (ecclesia) was one and indivisible, a peculiar
and mighty institution, a divine state (civitas dei) standing
apart from the kingdoms of this world. As the state became
more decrepit, the Church grew stronger. Membership of the
state brought nothing but pain and suffering; while a member
of the Church received from it material as well as moral
support. The doctrine of Christ required that each should
love and help his neighbour, and the organized Church gave
this help to all believers.	f
When tlje state emerged from the convulsions of the third
century almost entirely deprived of moral authority and rely-
ing upon force alone, it was confronted by the Christian Church
fully armed in the organization which had been voluntarily
accepted by her adherents. The moral authority which the

